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This paper is to measure the wind forces
acting on the models of four different geometric
shapes, in both urban flow field and city flow
field. The four geometric shapes are square
shape models with (1)different height-to-width
ratio, (2)different chamfered corner ratio
(3)different height to beginning shrinkage ratio,
(4)different shrinkage width at each level. The
volumes of all prisms are the same as the one
with height-to-width ratio of 5. Force balance
technique was used to measure the wind force.
Combining with the techniques of random
vibration analysis, the design wind load at each
floor of the target building can be calculated.
Based on the selection procedure developed by
the wind tunnel laboratory of Colorado State
University, several critical load cases were
selected for the design purpose.
The experimental results indicate that,
high-rise building with higher height-to-
width ratio, will increase the lateral and
torsional wind load. Chamfering the corner
of square cross section of the prism will
mainly decrease the torsion force of models.
The same effect is showed in the rms
acrosswind response. Comparing the
experiments of the models with different
starting shrinkage ratio, model with lower
starting shrinkage ratio will have greater base
moment. According to the experiments of the
2models with different each level’s shrinkage
width, in both x and y directions, more
shrinkage on each level will decrease the
wind load.
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造型主題，分別為1. 不同高寬比 2. 不同






































及擾動風力係數 Cfx 及 Cfx'，y 向平均及
擾動風力係數 Cfy 及 Cfy'與扭力平均及擾








可看出在 x 、 y向，越大之高寬比在平均
風力係數上有越大之趨勢，尤其在風向角 0
度時有一定之比例，但在風向角大於 22.5
























BL2 流場下，以 x 向風力係數為例，當風
向角為 22.5度時，隨著削角比例的增加而
明顯降低。但是當風向角為 0 度時，削角


























































































































(3) Wind Tunnel Tests: 31-Story Building, Taipei
City, Taiwan ROC, CPP Project 92-0857, April
1993, Prepared by: Daryl W. Boggs, Jon A.
Peterka and Jack E. Cermak.
註：由於圖表眾多無法列入精簡報告請依
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